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Abstract It has been proposed that we make sense of the
movements of others by observing fluctuations in the kine-
matic properties of their actions. At the neural level, activity
in the human motion complex (hMT+) and posterior superior
temporal sulcus (pSTS) has been implicated in this relation-
ship. However, previous neuroimaging studies have largely
utilized brief, diminished stimuli, and the role of relevant
kinematic parameters for the processing of human action
remains unclear. We addressed this issue by showing
extended-duration natural displays of an actor engaged in
two common activities, to 12 participants in an fMRI study
under passive viewing conditions. Our region-of-interest
analysis focused on three neural areas (hMT+, pSTS, and
fusiform face area) and was accompanied by a whole-brain
analysis. The kinematic properties of the actor, particularly
the speed of body part motion and the distance between body
parts, were related to activity in hMT+ and pSTS. Whole-
brain exploratory analyses revealed additional areas in pos-
terior cortex, frontal cortex, and the cerebellum whose activ-
ity was related to these features. These results indicate that
the kinematic properties of peoples’ movements are

continually monitored during everyday activity as a step to
determining actions and intent.
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The world is a fluid, ever-changing stream of ongoing activ-
ity and movement that the brain must transform into an
understanding of intent. How this transformation takes place
is a complex problem that can be approached in a bottom-up
fashion by exploring the kinematic properties of actions and
the brain areas responsive to these properties. The actions in
question are the actual physical movements that people per-
form in order to achieve their intent or goal (Baldwin,
Andersson, Saffran, & Meyer, 2008). Much of the research
in this area has taken the approach of measuring perceptual
judgments or brain activity while presenting contrasting
classes of simple elemental movements (e.g., walking and
running), utilizing brief video displays or impoverished rep-
resentations of actions in the form of point-light displays and
geometric shapes (cf. Grosbras, Beaton, & Eickhoff, 2012,
for a recent meta-analysis). Only a handful of studies have
examined the processing of an on-going stream of activity
over longer durations (Baldwin et al., 2008; Baldwin, Baird,
Saylor & Clark, 2001; Zacks, Kumar, Abrams, & Mehta,
2009) and related this observation to brain activity
(Schubotz, Korb, Schiffer, Stadler, & von Cramon, 2012;
Zacks, Swallow, Vettel, & McAvoy, 2006). However, these
studies neglected to investigate how cortical areas respond to
relevant kinematics while viewing human activity. In the
present research, we directly explored how the kinematics
of observed continuous actions relates to brain activity in
cortical regions previously established as areas for the gen-
eral processing of human action and motion. Our approach
closely approximated the processes involved in natural
viewing.
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Studies comparing different classes of elemental actions
with differing kinematics have provided insight into what
motion properties relate to judgments in behavioral experi-
ments. For example, studies of male versus female point-
light walking movements have revealed the relative contri-
butions of form and motion in judging gender from point-
light walkers (Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977; Mather &
Murdoch, 1994; Pollick, Kay, Heim, & Stringer, 2005;
Troje, 2002). In addition, studies of affective door-
knocking movements have shown how the velocity of the
wrist can explain the structure of affective judgments from
point-light arms (Johnson, McKay, & Pollick, 2011; Pollick,
Paterson, Bruderlin, & Sanford, 2001). Examination of on-
going activity has been explored in the context of animacy
displays (Heider & Simmel, 1944) that investigated what
motion properties inform the recognition of intent from two
geometric objects interacting. Blythe, Todd, and Miller
(1999) used a computational analysis to show that seven
kinematic features distilled from the trajectories were suffi-
cient to categorize the type of interaction between the two
objects. These cues were velocity, relative distance, relative
angle, relative heading, absolute velocity, absolute vorticity
(change in heading), and relative vorticity. Similarly, Zacks
(2004) showed that kinematic properties could be related to
the way in which observers perceived event boundaries in an
animacy display. Event boundaries have been proposed as a
means for understanding ongoing activity, first developed in
infancy (Baldwin et al., 2001; Newtson, 1976; Zacks,
Tversky, & Iyer, 2001; Zacks, 2004). Movement features,
including velocity and acceleration of the animated shapes,
predicted when observers perceived event boundaries and
influenced action comprehension (see also Hard, Recchia, &
Tversky, 2011).

Zacks, Kumar, Abrams, and Mehta (2009) explored key
motion properties for event boundary perception in natural
scenes, using video displays (mean duration = 370 s) of an
actor performing common actions: for instance, a man sitting
at a desk paying bills. On the basis of previous regression
analyses from simplified motion displays (Zacks, 2004;
Zacks et al., 2006), they investigated motion properties in-
cluding changes in the speeds, positions, and acceleration of
the actor’s two arms and head, and the relative changes
between the pairwise combinations. Motion properties were
indeed correlated with the event boundaries perceived by the
observer: The most significant predictors of event bound-
aries were the speed and acceleration of body parts and the
relative distances between the left hand and other body parts.
This left-hand bias was partially explained by the saliency of
the vision of that hand: The actor was left-handed, and the
hand was always closer to the viewer. This study showed
that, behaviorally, in natural displays, the perception of event
boundaries is predictable via changes in the bottom-up pro-
cessing of the low-level motion properties.

Studies of brain activity during human motion observa-
tion have revealed a variety of brain regions specialized for
this purpose. Research into how we obtain meaning and
intention from observed action have revealed two networks
involving substantial frontal, parietal, and temporal regions
(Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009). One of these networks
has been indicated to be involved in theory of mind (ToM)
and involves medial prefrontal cortex and temporo-parietal
cortex (Amodio & Frith, 2006; C. D. Frith & Frith, 1999).
The other network has been associated with mirror neurons
and involves the inferior frontal gyrus and the inferior pari-
etal cortex (Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia, 2010). Although these
two networks appear to be involved with more complex
processing of actions, other regions in temporal cortex have
been shown to be involved with processing aspects of the
form and motion of an action (Grosbras et al., 2012). The
areas associated with selectivity to processing of form in-
clude the extrastriate body area (EBA; Downing, Jiang,
Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001) and the fusiform body area
(FBA; Peelen & Downing, 2005). These regions respond to
photorealistic displays of bodies and body parts, with evi-
dence showing that the representation is more part-based in
EBA than in FBA (Downing & Peelen, 2011). Areas asso-
ciated with processing motion include the human motion
complex (hMT+), and the posterior region of the superior
temporal sulcus (pSTS), which has been demonstrated to be
more active when viewing intact displays of biological mo-
tion than when viewing scrambled displays (Beauchamp,
Lee, Haxby, & Martin, 2002; Grossman & Blake, 2002). It
is important to point out, though, that the relationship be-
tween individual brain areas and larger networks is not fully
clear: For example, pSTS is largely considered part of the
ToM network (Castelli, Happé, Frith, & Frith, 2000; U. Frith
& Frith, 2010), whereas it is also considered the visual input
of the mirror neuron network (see Iacoboni & Dapretto,
2006). Likewise, recent evidence has pointed to considerable
overlap of hMT+ with EBA (Ferri, Kolster, Jastorff, &
Orban, 2013; Weiner & Grill-Spector, 2011), suggesting that
hMT+ may be more attuned to the integration of human
motion and form than had previously been thought (Ferri
et al., 2013; Gilaie-Dotan, Bentin, Harel, Rees, & Saygin,
2011). Ultimately, however, research has collectively sug-
gested that cognitive aspects of human motion and action
interpretation are performed by fronto-parietal networks,
whereas early visual processing of human movement com-
prises dorsal regions sensitive to motion and ventral regions
sensitive to form. This role of frontal areas was furthered
explored by Schubotz et al. (2012) using extended natural
displays of human activity (mean duration = 81 s).
Comparing intention-driven displays (e.g., laundry) with
purely human motion displays (e.g., tai chi movements),
and using scrambled point-light versions as controls, they
found that only when displays allowed previous knowledge
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of intent, as opposed to knowledge of movement (i.e., laun-
dry > tai chi), were fronto-parietal networks invoked,
suggesting top-down modulation in order to comprehend
intent (Schubotz et al., 2012; Zacks, 2004). However, as
expected, the perception of human movement did show
activation in hMT+ relative to the control stimuli.

To move beyond simply identifying activated cortical
regions, studies using long display durations have examined
the relationship of the kinematic properties of animated
movement to brain activity. For example, Dayan et al.
(2007) investigated how brain activity is modulated by view-
ing the different relationships between the speed and shape
of 9-s movements. Dayan et al. produced displays of a cloud
of points moving in an elliptical trajectory, in which the
cloud of points either did or did not move with the natural
covariation of speed and shape suggested by the 1/3 power
law between speed and local curvature. The researchers
found that, regardless of the speed–shape relation, a bilateral
fMRI signal increase was apparent in posterior visual areas,
including occipito-temporal cortex and bilateral inferior pa-
rietal lobe. However, when the speed–shape relation was
natural, they found activation in bilateral STS/superior tem-
poral gyrus and in bilateral posterior cerebellum. Using
simple animations of two interacting geometric objects,
Zacks, Swallow, Vettel, and McAvoy (2006) reported that
speed, the distance between objects, and relative speed were
related to the fMRI response in areas including hMT+. They
also showed that activity in hMT+ and pSTS increased at
times that observers identified event boundaries. Similarly
Jola et al. (2013) found that fMRI activity in these regions
was correlated among a group of observers when they
watched a 6-min-long solo dance. Jola et al. suggested that
this activity might result from observers synchronizing their
brain activity to the motion of the dancer. One possibility is
that hMT+ and pSTS both perform human motion analyses
and play a bottom-up role in action perception. However,
Zacks et al. (2006) used simple geometric stimuli that were
quite impoverished relative to live-action movies of human
activity. Everyday activity incorporates much additional in-
formation, such as nonrigid articulation, and it may be that
the relationship between hMT+, pSTS, and observed kine-
matics may dissipate when such additional information is
freely available, despite the behavioral percept remaining
largely intact (Zacks et al., 2009).

The present study extends these previous results by ex-
ploring the relationship between a set of kinematic properties
of a viewed naturalistic movement and brain activity as
revealed via fMRI. Our visual stimuli consisted of two
extended live-action movies, taken from Zacks et al.
(2009), of an actor performing two activities: (a) “playing
with Duplo (Lego)” and (b) “paying bills.” We conducted
analyses at both the whole-brain level and the region-of-
interest (ROI) level, focusing on areas previously

highlighted: pSTS and hMT+. Furthermore, an additional
ROI, the fusiform face area (FFA), was studied. The FFA is
specialized for the processing and recognition of faces
(Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Sergent, Ohta, &
MacDonald, 1992), and thus would not be expected to be
greatly influenced by motion. We proposed that in regions
relating to motion processing, BOLD activity would be
predicted by changes in the speed and acceleration of the
actor’s limbs. Furthermore, we expected this relationship to
be found in both the ROI and whole-brain analyses, with the
whole-brain analysis revealing additional areas that might be
involved in processing observed natural actions. No change
in neural activation of the FFA related to the motion proper-
ties of the actor was expected.

Method

Participants

A group of 12 participants (six male, six female; mean age =
22.25, SD = 2.83) were recruited from the University of
Glasgow Subject Pool. All participants self-reported being
right-handed and neurologically healthy. They were paid £30
in total for their participation. Ethics permission was granted
from the Ethics Board of the Faculty of Information and
Mathematical Sciences, University of Glasgow.

Stimuli

The stimuli for the functional scan consisted of two movies
taken from the set previously described by Zacks et al.
(2009). In brief, both movies depicted one man performing
common activities at a table: (a) the actor paid a set of bills
(Fig. 1a, “Bills”); (b) the actor built model figures using
Duplo blocks (www.lego.com) (Fig. 1b, “Duplo”). The dis-
plays lasted 371 and 388 s, respectively. Three markers for
motion tracking were visible on the head and hands of the
actor during the displays. These allowed for magnetic mo-
tion tracking (www.ascension-tech.com) of the actor’s
movements for later analysis of their kinematic properties
in a three-dimensional (3-D) space.

Image acquisition

The participants were scanned using a 3-T Siemens TimTrio
MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany). They completed two
scanning sessions lasting approximately 1 h each, separated
by a break period of ~30 min, during which the participant
was removed from the scanner. Both sessions contained
anatomical image acquisition of the whole-brain structure
via a 3-D magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient
recalled echo (MP-RAGE) T1-weighted sequence (192
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slices, 1-mm3 isovoxel, TR = 1,900 ms, TE = 2.52, 256 ×
256 image resolution). The sessions included the functional
scans described here as well as others that comprised a
separate experiment.

Functional and localizer scans were divided up between
sessions: Session 1 consisted of the functional scan for
seeing the two movies (echo-planar 2-D imaging: PACE-
MoCo, TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, 32 sagittal slices (near
whole-brain), 3-mm3 isovoxel, 70 × 70 matrix, 391 vol-
umes), as well as an hMT+ localizer (like the previous scan;
182 volumes) and a pSTS localizer (like the previous scan;
245 volumes). Session 2 consisted of two unreported func-
tional scans and the FFA localizer (like the previous scan,
except TR = 3,000 ms, TE = 30 ms; 152 volumes).

Functional scan

The two displays (“Bills” and “Duplo”) were presented to
participants in the scanner via NordicNeuroimagingLab pre-
sentation goggles (www.nordicneuroimgaginglab.com). The

goggles had a viewing area of 800 (width) × 600 (height)
pixels, covering 30 × 22.5 deg of visual angle. Both displays
were presented in one functional scan with 10 s of fixation
(white cross on a uniform black background) separating the
displays. A further 10 s of fixation was presented immedi-
ately prior to the onset of the first display and immediately
postoffset of the second display. The order of the displays
within the run was pseudorandomized across participants:
Four participants saw “Duplo” first in the sequence. Timing
and display presentation were controlled via Presentation
(www.neurobs.com). The participants viewed all displays
passively.

Functional localizers

hMT+ hMT+ is defined as a region in the lateral posterior
cortex where brain activation is stronger to dynamic than to
static displays (Tootell et al., 1995) and is neither shape-
sensitive (Albright, 1984; Zeki, 1974) nor contrast-sensitive
(Beauchamp et al., 2002; Huk & Heeger, 2002; Zacks et al.,
2006). To identify hMT+, a block-design paradigm, in line
with previous reports (Beauchamp et al., 2002; Swallow,
Braver, Snyder, Speer, & Zacks, 2003; Zacks et al., 2006),
was used with stimuli that alternated between a high-contrast
static black-and-white circular checkerboard pattern, and a
low-contrast dynamic circular dot display constructed from
alternating concentric circles of black and white dots. The
static checkerboard subtended 21.6 deg of visual angle and
alternated between two versions of the same image 15 times
over 30 s, with the black and white segments of the check-
erboard switching locations across images. The total span of
the moving dot display was equivalent to that of the static
display. Each dot within the moving display was 2 × 2 pixels.
The dynamic display contracted and expanded every 1.5 s,
with each block of dynamic display lasting 30 s. In total, five
blocks of both dynamic and static images were shown, with
periods of baseline before and after the initial and final
blocks. The block order was fixed across participants and
always alternated from static to dynamic. All images were
presented on a uniform gray background. No task was given
other than to attend the displays and maintain fixation.
Participants completed two runs of this 400-s hMT+
localizer. Prior to starting, participants were asked to confirm
that they could indeed perceive the low-contrast dynamic
display.

The localization analysis was carried out at the single-
subject level using BrainVoyager QX (2.1) in a standardized
atlas space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). hMT+ was de-
fined as voxels that (a) survived the contrast of dynamic
greater than static (p < .005 uncorrected), (b) had a continu-
ous area greater than 108 mm2 (3 mm isotropic voxels), and
(c) were within a restricted anatomical region (Zacks et al.,
2006).

Fig. 1 One frame from each of the displayed experimental movies. a
Taken from the display showing the actor paying bills. b Taken from the
display showing the actor building a model with Duplo blocks
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pSTS pSTS was defined as a region located in the lateral
posterior cortex that responded more strongly to coherent
than to scrambled biological motion. A block-design para-
digm was used to localize pSTS, alternating blocks of coher-
ent and scrambled biological motion with periods of fixation
(Beauchamp et al., 2002; Grossman & Blake, 2002;
Grossman et al., 2000; Zacks et al., 2006). Coherent biolog-
ical motion displays (black dots on a uniform gray back-
ground) were created using 12 marker points on virtual
actors as they performed actions such as walking and
jumping; scrambled biological motion displays were created
by perturbing the initial point positions. The images
subtended a viewing angle of 9.45 (width) × 15 (height)
deg. During the fixation intervals, participants viewed a
black cross on a uniform gray background. Each motion
stimulus block lasted 16 s, consisting of eight pairs of a 1-s
display followed by a 1-s blank screen, with ten repetitions
per condition. The block orders within runs were fixed: Run
1 was in the order coherent–scrambled–baseline, and Run 2
was in the reverse order. Blocks were separated by 2 s of
blank screen, with 10 s of fixation before commencing the
first block. A fixation cross was displayed centrally through-
out. No task was given other than to attend the displays and
maintain fixation. Participants completed two runs of this
490-s pSTS localizer.

pSTS was defined as voxels that (a) survived the contrast
of coherent greater than scrambled motion (p < .005
uncorrected), (b) had a continuous area greater than
108 mm2 (3-mm isotropic voxels), and (c) were within a
restricted anatomical region (Zacks et al., 2006). Given the
proximity of pSTS and hMT+, any overlapping voxels were
removed from both regions to achieve region-specific
voxels.

FFA A final block-design paradigm was incorporated in
order to localize cortical regions sensitive to face perception.
Participants viewed alternating blocks of faces, houses, and
noise; the noise patterns were constructed from the two other
conditions (Vizioli, Smith, Muckli, & Caldara, 2010). All
images were shown as uniform gray presented on a white
background, and measured 11.25 deg of visual angle: Faces
were cropped using an elliptical annulus in order to remove
neck, ears, and hairline from the images.

Blocks of the three categories lasted for 18 s and were
made up of 20 image presentations lasting 750 ms, separated
by 250 ms of blank white screen. Five blocks of each
category were shown. A fixation cross on a uniform back-
ground was displayed for 12 s at the commencement of each
run, and also separated each condition block. Participants
completed two runs of the FFA localizer, each lasting 456 s,
using a fixed order: (1) faces–noise–houses and (2) the
reverse order. No task was given other than to attend the
displays and maintain fixation.

FFAwas defined as voxels that (a) survived the contrast of
faces greater than houses (p < .005 uncorrected), (b) had a
continuous area greater than 108 mm2 (3-mm isotropic
voxels), and (c) were located around the mid-fusiform-
gyrus (Kanwisher et al., 1997; McCarthy, Puce, Gore, &
Allison, 1997).

A summary of the locations and extents of the ROIs in the
12 participants can be seen in Table 1, and a schematic
depiction of all localizer stimuli and regions of activation
can be seen in Fig. 2.

fMRI data analysis

Two separate analyses were performed to characterize the
relations between movement features and brain activity, one
using the functionally localized regions of interest, and the
other using a voxel-wise whole-brain approach.

ROI All functional and anatomical images were analyzed
using BrainVoyager QX 2.1 (Brain Innovations, Maastricht,
Netherlands). Functional images were initially preprocessed
via slice scan-time correction (cubic-spline interpolation) and
temporal high-pass filtering in order to remove low-frequency
nonlinear drifts. An additional 3-Dmotion correction (trilinear
interpolation) was used to remove head motion: The transla-
tion correction never exceeded 3 mm. All images were
transformed into Talairach stereotaxic space (Talairach &
Tournoux, 1988) by initially coaligning all functional images
to the first volume of the functional run closest to the relevant
anatomical run. The two session anatomical scans were then
coaligned via intersession alignment methods within
BrainVoyager, resulting in all functional images being regis-
tered to the stereotaxic space.

For each ROI, in all participants, the mean time course of
the region during each display was extracted and a linear
model predicting brain activity from four movement variables
was fitted. Four variables were selected, in order to minimize
multicollinearity and degrees of freedom while retaining as
much as possible of the variance in the movement signals. The
3-D positional coordinates of the actor were tracked using
magnetic sensors attached to the actor’s hands and head. On
the basis of stepwise regression models from previous re-
search informing the most relevant parameters for anthropo-
morphized motion analysis (Zacks, 2004; Zacks et al., 2009;
Zacks et al., 2006), the selected variables were:

1. the distance between each pair of body parts (i.e., left
hand, right hand and head),

2. the speed of each body part (the norm of the first deriv-
ative of position),

3. the relative speed of each pair of body parts (the first
derivative of distance), and
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Table 1 Localizer summary: Summary positional coordinates and
cluster sizes of group activation from the three functional localizer
scans. pSTS, posterior superior temporal sulcus; hMT+, human motion

complex; FFA, fusiform face area; n, number of participants who
showed activation at given contrast

Right Hemisphere Left Hemisphere

n x y z No. of Voxels n x y z No. of Voxels

pSTS (t485) 11/12 43.4 (6.1) –51.7 (6.8) 11.4 (7.5) 524 (261.1) 9/12 –48.2 (6.9) –58 (10.1) 13 (6.9) 281 (146.3)

hMT+ (t360) 11/12 41.5 (4.8) –65.6 (4.5) 4.8 (5.7) 908 (490.1) 10/12 –41.1 (5.3) –69.4 (4.7) 5.8 (6.8) 811 (376.4)

FFA (t295) 8/12 34.5 (2.8) –46.8 (10.5) –12.0 (8.1) 406 (222) 7/12 –36.4 (3.6) –52 (13.1) –12.3 (3.8) 358 (263.1)

Average Talairach coordinates and voxels in ROI coordinates in Talairach space at p < .0005; K > 5; voxels = 3 mm3 . Standard deviations are in
parentheses

Fig. 2 Frames from each condition of the three functional localizers,
with a schematic diagram of the paradigm and diagrams of the locations
of mean activation on a generic normalized brain atlas. a Posterior

superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) paradigm. b human motion complex
(hMT+) paradigm. c Fusiform face area (FFA) paradigm. Talairach
coordinates are as in Table 1
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4. the relative acceleration of each pair of body parts (the
second derivative of distance).

For example, if the actor were to have his left hand resting
on his head and then reach for a pen on the table, the
movement variables would change as follows. The distance
between the hand and head would increase. The speed of the
left hand would increase from zero, and then decrease as the
hand approached the pen. The relative speed between the left
hand and the head would likewise increase from zero, then
decrease. The relative acceleration of the left hand and head
would initially be zero, then would be positive as the hand
sped up, and then would turn negative as the hand slowed,
approaching the pen.

The left hand, right hand, and head each had a speed
feature, and each of the three pairs of body parts had dis-
tance, relative speed, and relative acceleration features.
Thus, 12 movement features were tracked in total. Each
movement feature was averaged over the duration of each
image acquisition frame (29.97 fps) and convolved with a
model hemodynamic response function (Boynton, Engel,
Glover, & Heeger, 1996) to produce a set of predictor vari-
ables. These variables were entered into linear models, to-
gether with variables coding for effects of no interest: the
presence of the movies and the linear trend across the scan.
The dependent measure was the preprocessed blood oxygen
dependent (BOLD) signal for each participant for each ROI.
Mean regression weights per participant for distance, speed,
relative speed, and relative acceleration were calculated by
averaging the regression weights across body parts (for
speed) or pairs of body parts (for distance, relative speed,
and relative acceleration). To provide significance tests with
participants as a random effect, the averaged regression
weights from each participant’s linear models were subjected
to one-sample t tests. Only participants who showed, at
minimum, unilateral localization of the ROIs were included
in this analysis. Furthermore, in order to compare relation-
ships between the motion parameters within and across the
two main experimental ROIs (i.e., pSTS and hMT+), a two-
way mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA: between-
subjects variables, hMT+ and pSTS; within-subjects vari-
ables, speed, distance, relative speed, and relative accelera-
tion) was conducted for participants who correlated at least
unilaterally in both ROIs. Finally, interhemispherical differ-
ences were not considered, due to the reduced power of this
test from unilateral localization in a number of participants
(see Table 1). All tests were corrected for multiple compar-
isons using Bonferroni correction.

Whole brain Brain activity also was analyzed at the single-
voxel level across the whole brain. The raw BOLD data were
preprocessed to remove artifacts due to slice timing, were
corrected for participant motion, and were mapped into a

standard atlas space (see Speer, Reynolds, & Zacks, 2007,
and Yarkoni, Speer, Balota, McAvoy, & Zacks, 2008, for the
details of the procedure). Linear models were fitted, and t
tests were conducted as for the ROI analysis. The results
were corrected for multiple comparisons by converting the t
statistics to z statistics, selecting a threshold of z = 3.5 and a
cluster size of nine in order to control the overall map-wise
false-positive rate at p = .05, on the basis of the Monte Carlo
simulations of McAvoy, Ollinger, and Buckner (2001).

Results

ROI analysis

The localized ROIs were consistent with previous research
on these areas: hMT+ (Beauchamp et al., 2002; Zacks et al.,
2006), pSTS (Grossman & Blake, 2002; Zacks et al., 2006),
and FFA (Grill-Spector, Knouf, & Kanwisher, 2004). The
strengths of the relations between movement features and
brain activity in hMT+, pSTS, and FFA are depicted in
Fig. 3. To contain the number of multiple comparisons, and
due to unilateral localization in a number of participants,
statistical tests were conducted after averaging the effects
across the two hemispheres. In hMT+, the distance between
body parts, the speed of body parts, and their relative speed
were all significantly related to brain activity [smallest t(10)
= 3.58, corrected p = .02]. Relative acceleration was not
[t(10) = –0.24, n.s.]. In pSTS, speed was significantly related
to activity [t(10) = 2.98, corrected p = .04]. The relation for
distance was significant before correcting for multiple com-
parisons, but it did not survive the correction [t(10) = 2.36,
corrected p = .12]. Neither relative speed nor relative accel-
eration was significantly related [largest t(10) = 1.80, n.s.]. In
FFA, no movement features were significantly related to
brain activity [largest t(9) = –2.02, n.s.].

To compare the strengths of the relationships of the mo-
tion parameters across the two main experimental ROIs (i.e.,
pSTS and hMT+), a two-way mixed-design ANOVA (be-
tween-subjects variables, hMT+ and pSTS; within-subjects
variables, speed, distance, relative speed, and relative accel-
eration) was conducted using all participants for whom both
regions were activated (n/ROI = 10). After Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple comparisons, no significant interaction
between ROI and kinematics was found, F(3, 54) = 0.3, n.s.,
nor did we observe a significant main effect for the ROI
variable, F(1, 18) = 1.7, n.s. Finally, a significant main effect
of kinematics was found, F(3, 54) = 11.24, p < .01: Post-hoc
comparisons revealed a significant difference between the
mean regression weights for speed being higher than those of
distance, relative speed, and relative acceleration. Two sim-
ilar follow-up ANOVAs comparing FFA to the two main
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experimental ROIs (n/ROI = 9) showed a similar pattern of
results, except this time the between-subjects comparison of
ROIs was significant: Activation was greater in hMT+ than
in FFA [F(1, 16) = 8.0, p < .05], as was activation greater in
pSTS than in FFA [F(1, 16) = 5.3, p < .05].

Finally, to understand the collinearity between the kine-
matic variables, we considered the correlation between each
kinematic variable after it was convolved with the hemody-
namic response function. A moderate positive correlation
emerged between speed and distance (r = .68, p < .01), as
well as weak negative correlations between relative acceler-
ation and distance (r = –.18, p < .05) and relative acceleration
and speed (r = –.16, p < .05). No other relationships were
significant.

Whole-brain analysis

Using an analytical method similar to that in the ROI anal-
ysis, the whole-brain analysis revealed a number of regions
whose neural activity was predicted by movement features in
the posterior cortex, and one region each in the frontal cortex
and cerebellum. These areas are listed in Table 2, and the
cortical regions are depicted in Fig. 4. The distance between
the head and hands of the actor was positively related to
activity in a number of regions in the superior parietal cortex,

to another cluster at the juncture of the parietal, temporal, and
occipital lobes, and to small regions in the medial temporal
lobes and the cerebellum. No regions showed activity that
was negatively related to the distance between the head and
hands of the actor. The speed of the same body parts was
positively related to activity in a pair of temporoparietal
regions situated proximally to hMT+. This was also true in
an early visual area in the left lingual gyrus (likely corre-
sponding to V2/V3) and in the left cuneus. No regions
showed activity that was significantly negatively related to
speed. The relative speed with which the body parts moved
was positively related to activity in small clusters in the left
superior parietal cortex, and in the right somatosensory cor-
tex and premotor cortex. No regions showed activity that was
negatively related to the relative speeds of the body parts,
and we found no significant clusters relating to changes in
relative acceleration.

Discussion

When observers viewed extended natural displays of human
movement, the brain activity in motion processing areas was
related to the kinematics of the actor’s hands and head. This
relationship was shown in both a focused ROI analysis and

Fig. 3 Strengths of the relations
between movement features and
brain activity in independently
identified functional regions of
interest. The units are
percentages of signal change per
unit of distance (pixels), speed
(pixels/s), relative speed (pixels/
s), and relative acceleration
(pixels/s2). Error bars indicate
standard errors
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an unguided whole-brain analysis. The convergence of the
two analytical methods highlights the association between
limb movements and brain activity: Both methods showed a
positive relationship between the speed of the actor’s hands
and head and BOLD activity in bilateral human motion
complex (hMT+). In addition, the ROI analyses highlighted
relationships between hMT+ and distance, between hMT+
and relative speed, and between pSTS and speed. Speed
appeared to be the main predictor of brain activity in
hMT+ and pSTS, though a moderate correlation between
speed and distance was found, which may have blurred
individual contributions. Finally, hMT+ and pSTS showed
no significant difference in terms of how their activity was
modulated by motion properties, but both regions showed
stronger relationships to the kinematic parameters than did
FFA. In turn, FFA showed no relationships with kinematic
parameters. These results indicate that motion properties,
and primarily the speed of human motion, are processed in
a related fashion within pSTS and hMT+, and that the FFA is
not involved in biological motion processing.

Overall, the findings advance current thinking on the
relationship between brain activity and kinematic properties

Table 2 Neural regions from the whole-brain analysis that were significantly correlated with movement features

x (peak) y (peak) z (peak) Description BA Volume (cm3) Z Statistic at Peak

Distance

26 –27 –27 R. medial temporal 28/36 0.73 4.91

–22 –39 –21 L. medial temporal 28/34 0.24 3.94

20 –78 –21 R. cerebellum 0.41 4.1

–46 –54 –15 L. fusiform gyrus 20/37 1.08 4.54

38 –51 –12 R. fusiform gyrus 20/37 1 4.48

–22 –54 –15 L. fusiform gyrus 20/37 0.59 4.6

28 –69 –18 R. fusiform gyrus 19 0.3 4.05

46 –69 –3 R. occipitotemporal junction 19/37 2.02 4.88

32 –84 6 R. lateral occipital 19 0.89 3.95

–40 –81 12 L. lateral occipital 19 0.49 3.8

–26 –81 15 L. temporoparietal junction 19/39 0.27 4.01

26 –66 45 R. inferior parietal lobule 7 0.65 4.47

–22 –57 48 L. inferior parietal lobule/superior parietal lobule 7 0.35 3.94

26 –60 57 R. superior parietal lobule 7 1.05 4.33

Speed

–10 –93 –9 L. lingual gyrus 18 0.81 4.59

–40 –69 6 L. middle temporal gyrus (hMT+) 37 0.62 4.13

–14 –96 9 L. cuneus 18 0.54 4.16

44 –63 12 R. middle temporal gyrus (hMT+) 37 0.68 3.97

Relative Speed

28 –36 51 R. somatosensory cortex 4 0.32 4.98

–20 –57 57 L. superior parietal lobule 7 0.89 4.48

32 –12 57 R. premotor cortex 6 0.76 4.36

R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere; BA, Brodmann’s area

Fig. 4 Regions significantly correlated with movement features in the
whole-brain analysis, with different colors/shading indicating the dif-
ferent variables
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for action understanding. Behaviorally, using the same dis-
plays as used in the present study, the kinematic parameters
most strongly related to segmenting the actor’s behavior into
meaningful events were the speed and distance properties of
an observed agent’s limbs and head (Zacks et al., 2009). At
the neural level, Zacks et al. (2006) showed that while
passively viewing the activity of simple animated displays,
BOLD changes in hMT+ and in pSTS were indicative of
times in the displays that participants would later explicitly
perceive to be the end of one event and the beginning of the
next. In turn, Schubotz et al. (2012), using natural displays
and an online segmentation task, found that hMT+, in gen-
eral, was related to changes in human motion, but not to
goals and intents: Goal comprehension appeared to be mod-
ulated by frontal memory networks. The present results
advance the theory by showing that when passively observ-
ing extended natural displays of a human actor, as opposed to
elemental or animated displays, the speed and motion prop-
erties proposed as being relevant for event comprehension
are correlated to changes in brain activation in the previously
highlighted occipital–temporal regions (Schubotz et al.,
2012; Zacks et al., 2006). The full comprehension of ongo-
ing activity may lie in the combination of bottom-up pro-
cessing of motion parameters and top-down action knowl-
edge and memory (Schubotz et al., 2012) or statistical learn-
ing of actions (Baldwin et al., 2008).

One caveat is that the present study did not show a direct
behavioral correspondence between brain activity during
movie viewing and our behavioral measures of action under-
standing. Instead, we linked activation associated with pas-
sive viewing in the present study to behavioral measures
obtained previously by Zacks and colleagues (Zacks et al.,
2009) using the identical stimuli. This link is consistent with
a previous work in which brain activation in occipital–tem-
poral regions obtained via passive viewing related to the role
of kinematic parameters in event segmentation (Zacks et al.,
2006). In future studies, researchers may consider
maintaining direct tests between behavior and brain activa-
tion, giving consideration to activation due to task demands
(cf. Grosbras et al., 2012).

The neural areas highlighted by the whole-brain analysis
were wholly consistent with previous findings for biological
motion perception. A relationship between the speed of
movement and neural activation was observed in both
hMT+ and pSTS, and in the whole-brain analysis, in bilateral
occipital–temporal regions. Speed correlates were also
witnessed in early visual cortex (V2/V3), with acceleration
correlates witnessed proximal to hMT+. The distance be-
tween body parts was related to brain activity mostly in
temporal and occipital regions, with some activation in the
superior parietal cortex and cerebellum. Body part distance is
an indicator of posture, in that larger distances occur when
the hands are spread and far from the head. These results are

consistent with a distinction between the processing of form
and motion (Giese & Poggio, 2003; Grosbras et al., 2012;
Jastorff & Orban, 2009; Lange & Lappe, 2006), but cross-
over of regions is to be expected, given the correlation
between the speed and distance parameters. The correlation
of speed and distance in these stimuli may mask the unique
contribution of each of these parameters to brain activation.
Future studies could probe these relationships using stimuli
that decorrelated the two sets of features. Finally, the rela-
tionship between distance and brain activity in parietal re-
gions likely reflects activity in body-part-centered neurons
for the encoding of hand and head positions (Calvo-Merino,
Glaser, Grèzes, Passingham, & Haggard, 2005; Caspers
et al., 2010; Colby, 1998; Graziano & Gross, 1998;
Wagner, Dal Cin, Sargent, Kelley, & Heatherton, 2011;
Willems & Hagoort, 2009).

Activations in right premotor and inferior parietal regions
are consistent with the existence of a fronto-parietal mirror
neuron circuit (Fogassi et al., 2005; Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi,
& Rizzolatti, 1996; Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia, 2010). Similarly,
activation in the right somatosensory cortex is consistent
with findings of areas with mirror function in this area
(Keysers, Kaas, & Gazzola, 2010). These activations were
suggested to be driven by the actor being left-handed and the
prominence of this hand in the video display: An influence of
the left hand in these displays was previously shown on
event perception (Zacks et al., 2009).

Finally, given the lack of a relationship between motion
parameters and activation to the FFA, activation witnessed in
the fusiform gyrus/lateral occipital cortex likely relates in
part to general face perception of the actor (Kanwisher et al.,
1997; Sergent et al., 1992) or to object recognition (Grill-
Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001) as the viewer recog-
nizes what the actor is manipulating (Grosbras et al., 2012).
For example, this may have occurred in the “Duplo” scenar-
io, in which recognition of the object changes as the video
progresses.

In conclusion, the ROI analysis showed that fMRI activity
in areas associated with biological motion perception is
indeed modulated by the specific kinematic properties of
actors in continuous natural-motion displays. The dominant
parameters appear to be the moving speeds of the hands and
head of the observed actor, though a further distinction of the
roles of speed and distance is required. A secondary whole-
brain analysis supported these findings in hMT+ and showed
the involvement of neural areas expected from previous
findings for human perception. This study moves beyond
mere extrapolation of a relationship between kinematics and
neural activation, when observing constrained or animated
displays, to firmly establishing that this relationship exists
when viewing actual human motion over long durations. The
monitoring of motion parameters, such as the speed and
distance of limbs, by areas including hMT+ and pSTS is
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proposed as a key bottom-up process through which the
brain processes the ongoing streams of activity that make
up our environment.
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